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Instructions : (1) There are five questions. 

   (2)  Each question carries equal marks. 

   (3)  Mention clearly the option you attempt. 

   (4)  Figures to the right indicate marks. 

 

l. What is a ‘case comment’ ? Give the guidelines for writing case comment with any of 

the example in brief.  (14) 

OR 

 Distinguish the difference that can be observed in the terms ‘case note’, ‘case comment’ 

and ‘article analysis’. Discuss the areas of organizing the ‘case comment’. (14) 

 

2. (A)  Give meaning to following idioms and use them in a sentence. (Any 3)          (6) 

  (1) Fair and Square 

  (2) Eleventh hour 

  (3) Hobson’s choice 

  (4) The primer’s devil 

  (5) Cock and bull story 

  (6) Snake in the Grass 

 (B) Give meanings to following phrases of foreign origin. (Any 4)  (4) 

  (1) Certiorari 

  (2) Amicus curiae 

   (3) Autrefois 

  (4) Carte blanche 

  (5) Moratorium 

  (6) In toto 

  (7) A fortiori 

  (8) Caveat 
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 (C)  Make verb by adding suitable prefix or suffix to following words. (Any 2)         (2) 

  (1) Prison 

  (2) Corporate 

  (3) Apology 

  (4) Cloth 

 (D) Give one word substitute for the following group of words. (Any 2)  (2) 

  (1) A pronouncement of great importance 

  (2) A revolt of army against the government 

  (3) A poem written on somebody's death 

  (4) Description of travelling 

 

3. Write an essay on any two of the following topics.  (14) 

 (1) Passive euthanasia 

 (2) Gender sensitization 

 (3) Cyber-crime/ Law 

 (4) Democracy 

 

4. Explain following legal terms with meaning and usage. (Any 7)  (14) 

 (1) Agency 

 (2) Major 

 (3) Deed 

 (4) Polygamy 

 (5) Tribunal 

 (6) Written statement 

 (7)  Divorce 

 (8)  Will deed 

 (9) Brief 

 (10) JHO 

 (11) Litigation 

 (12) Agreement 

 (13) Bail 

 (14) Minor 
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5 (A) Translate the following passage into Gujarati/Hindi.  (7) 

  Experience is the best teacher, but the experience cannot teach everything. It does 

not teach history, geography or chemistry. It teaches the art of living. No one can 

teach this subject as well as experience. It is a strict teacher and it charges very 

high fees. It punishes the faults very severely, but it teaches its lessons thoroughly. 

We should learn from the experience of other people but as a rule we prefer to 

learn from our own experience. You warn a child against playing with fire, but the 

child does not believe you till he burns his finger. Then he learns from his own 

experience. 

OR 

  Before proceeding to consider the case of each accused it is necessary to remark 

that each of them according to their station in life have been able to produce 

testimonials from more or less eminent members of society to their moderation 

and loyalty. The symbol of a court of justice is a pair of scales held evenly by an 

impartial and blind but sagacious woman. Fate has purposely made her blind, in 

order that she may not judge a person from his exterior but from his intrinsic 

worth.   (7) 

 (B) Read the given law principle, select the suitable judgment for the given situation 

based on the principle and present reasons for selecting particular option.  (7) 

  Legal Principle: Whoever intending to take dishonestly any movable property out 

of the possession of any person without that person's consent, moves property in 

order to such taking, is said to commit theft. 

  Factual Situation: Anil puts a bait for dog in his pocket and induces Rakesh’s dog 

to follow him. Rakesh’s dog began to follow Anil. Rakesh when came to know 

about it informed police. Police arrived at Anil's house and Anil without any fear 

told to police that I have not brought the dog myself as the people steal the goods 

and objects. The dog has come on his own feet up to my house.  

 

  Choose any of the decisions given below and write rational reasons for the 

selection. 

  • Anil has not committed any offence because he has stolen nothing from 

Rakesh’s possession. 

  • Anil has not committed any offence because he has not stolen any movable 

goods or object from Rakesh’s possession. 

  • Anil had committed the offence of undue influence because he has influence 

the dog unduly. 

  • Anil has committed the offence of theft as his intention is to take away the 

dog from Rakesh’s possession without his consent and his offence is 

complete when the dog began to follow. 

_____________ 
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